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Timing is everything
Emerging markets were on everybody's lips this week, as the US and local markets took a dive
following the bad news in Turkey and India, and then recovered... again.
I like Charlie Aitken's take on all this. He says it would be a mistake to confuse these issues with a
fundamental problem for developed markets. He likes the UK, and in NAB finds a company that is
exposed to that recovery.
Also in the Switzer Super Report, we have Tony Featherstone's four best yield picks from the mid-cap
tier and Tony Negline answers a curly question from one of our subscribers about what you can, and
can't do, with property in your SMSF.
Sincerely,

Peter Switzer
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UK becomes tailwind for NAB
by Charlie Aitken
Firstly, it would be a mistake to confuse issues in
emerging markets as a fundamental problem for
developed markets. My personal view is the recent
selling we have seen in developed markets, most
notably the USA, UK, Japan and Australia, driven by
those investors with large emerging market losses, is
a buying opportunity in the right developed market
equities.
Improvements in the developed economies
If anything, developed market economic data
continues to improve. Global growth is being revised
up, led by developed countries, while emerging
market currencies are having their legs chopped off
by a combination of the FED’s QE tapering and
increased political risk at a country-specific level. So
my point is – keep focused on developed market
opportunities in an emerging market led correction.
On that point, this week we again saw UK GDP grow.
UK GDP rose 0.7% to an annualised rate of 2.9% in
the fourth quarter. The aggressive monetary policy of
the Bank of England, under new governor Canadian
Mark Carney, is working to spur increased cyclical
activity and, particularly, home building.
I remain much more bullish on the UK than Europe.
Europe to me is an almost impossible fix, with one
currency and 27 bond markets, let alone North versus
South cultural issues. The UK is an easier fix due to
the fact it controls its own monetary and fiscal policy
destiny. You can clearly see the UK is recovering
more strongly than Europe, and I continue to want to
add UK exposure to portfolios.
UK exposure
In an Australian equities context, that is not that easy
to do. In the ASX top 20, the only real UK exposure is
via the National Australia Bank (NAB), where the

stock remains discounted to its domestic peers due to
legacy UK banking exposure issues.
While NAB shares have done very well for us in the
last 12 months (50% total return), it’s worth noting
they are basically the same share price they were 10
years ago. I call it NAB’s “lost decade” but I think
that lost decade is ending and NAB is heading back
to a domestic peer group P/E multiple. It’s worth
noting CBA is up 150% in the same period.
10 long years in NAB

Source: Yahoo
While NAB has made some well documented
strategic stuff ups over that “lost decade”, it is fair to
say, under chairman Michael Chaney and CEO
Cameron Clyne, the company has become far less
accident-prone. The issue of the last five years
hasn’t been one they initiated. It was one they
inherited in terms of UK Banking exposure, which
they continue to manage down.
However, we now believe the recovering UK
economy and strengthening UK banking system,
combined with the strong GBP/AUD cross rate
(.5294p), allows NAB to, once and for all, divest these
legacy UK businesses.
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Deconsolidation key

years. The SUN experience is the playbook for NAB.

On our analysis, we believe deconsolidating NAB’s
UK operations and normalising the leverage ratio
would increase ROE from 14.5% to 16.1%
(comparable to WBC that should lead to better
risk-adjusted pricing) and release $2.9 billion (123c
per NAB share) in surplus capital in the process. It
would also lead to NAB’s cost of group equity falling
below 10%, in line with its peers.

Using SUN as the relevant benchmark, we believe
it’s only a matter of time before the NAB UK
commercial real estate (CRE) portfolio is reduced to a
manageable balance that should lead to enhanced
price re-rating potential for NAB group equity.

The incremental benefits are significant and
summarised below:
1. Net interest margin (NIM) rises 0.04% to
2.06% by moving to more productive
interest-earning assets.
2. Other income as a percentage of average
assets 0.1% to 0.7%.
3. Cost to income ratio -3% to 41% largely as a
result of better quality revenues.
4. Bad and doubtful debts (BDD) charge as a
percentage of gross lending assets (GLA)
improving from 0.37% to 0.26%.
5. Return on assets (ROA) 0.1% to 0.8% by
moving to more productive assets in general.
6. Return on equity (ROE) 2.7% to 17.2%
(trending towards 18.4%).

In the comparisons below, figure 1 highlights SUN’s
progress in executing its banking review, ring-fencing
the non-core portfolio, and sticking to the runoff game
plan. The sequence of events has clearly improved
the market perception of SUN’s risk profile as
highlighted by a lower cost of equity since 2009 (10%
now and lower than the major banks), rising core
business ROE to around 15% and payments of 15c
and 20c in special dividends in the last two years, as
surplus capital was returned to shareholders.
Figure 2 suggests NAB’s UK CRE runoff has started
off positively at a quicker pace (relative to SUN).
Assuming the scenario where no action is taken to
divest the UK, or the good bank, re-rating of NAB as
per SUN’s experience and based on the current
trend could occur as early as in Q +10 (i.e. 3q 2015)
following 75% portfolio runoff. This would, in addition,
be supported by strong valuations from a recovering
UK economy.

Allowing for a leverage ratio closer to the sector
average (dropping from 20x to 17x) and provisioning
as a final UK deconsolidation step, NAB’s de-risked
and normalised ROA and ROE would be 0.9% and
16.1% respectively, approaching those of WBC. All
else being equal, this should then lead to a cost of
equity and prospective price to book multiple (PB)
similar to that of Westpac (i.e. one that is
commensurate with a near identical risk profile).
In addition, around $2.9 billlion in surplus CET1
(Common Equity Tier 1) capital of 123c per NAB
share would be released following the sale of the UK
and UK CRE (commercial real estate). This
assumption is based on 8.5% of 2013 risk-weighted
assets currently supporting the two UK businesses.

Source: Bell Potter

A helpful comparison
Many of you would have made good returns following
our positive Suncorp (SUN) view over the last few
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NAB remains a core member of my high conviction
buy portfolio. It is exactly the style of stock that should
be added to portfolios during pullbacks triggered by
emerging market issues.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.

Source: Bell Potter
Either way, via full scale UK divestment, or by runoff
of the UK CRE book, NAB will be re-rated to a
domestic peer group multiple over the years ahead.
Yield offering
The good news is, in the interim, NAB offers a 6.00%
fully franked yield, or 8.57% grossed up. To me, this
means NAB is a self-funding call option on what we
write above eventuating. We get paid 8.57% grossed
up annually to hold NAB, yet we can also look
forward to $4.00 per share of re-rating and potentially
also special dividends as capital is released from the
UK.
Interestingly, on our FY14 forecasts, NAB offers the
best earnings per share (EPS) growth in the Big Four
Australian sector at 8%, yet remains on the cheapest
price to book ratio and highest dividend yield, due to
the legacy UK issues.

Source: Bell Potter
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Four mid-cap options for yield investors
by Tony Featherstone
Income investors will have a tougher time in 2014. A
steady official cash rate for most of this year, despite
firming inflation, will reduce real returns from term
deposits. And popular dividend stocks, such as the
Big Four banks and Telstra, look fully priced after
stellar gains last year.

The Woolworths spin-off was 2012’s largest float,
raising $472 million at $1.40 a unit. It owns 72
neighbourhood and regional shopping centres and
counts Woolworths as a key anchor tenant. SCP’s
exposure to non-discretionary retail is about as
defensive as it gets in mid-cap land.

As a result, investors will have to look beyond the
obvious income stocks and take slightly higher risk to
maintain yields above 6%. One option is mid-cap
stocks that are reasonably priced and offer
sustainable yield.

After hitting a 52-week high of $1.85, SCP has eased
to $1.50, offering a forecast yield of 7.2% in FY14,
based on consensus analyst forecasts. The net
tangible asset per unit at 30 June 2013 was $1.57
and SCP’s gearing was 28.9%.

Conservative investors, of course, should stick to blue
chips for dividend yield. Those who can tolerate a bit
more risk, and are willing to venture beyond the ASX
100, will find mid-cap stocks are not always only
about growth. Some provide a useful mix of income
and growth for self managed super funds.

Longer term, SCP should benefit from continued
population growth, consolidation of a fragmented
convenience-based retail shopping centre market,
and rental growth.
2. BWP Trust (BWP)

I use four main criteria for choosing a mid-cap income
stock: it must be reasonably priced, have reliable and
secure cash flows, relatively low debt, and good
management. These trusts and stocks fit the bill:
1. Shopping Centres Australasia Property Group
(SCP)

Source: Yahoo
Australia’s only specialist provider of bulk-goods
retail property is trading slightly below FN Arena’s
consensus target price of $2.33. At $2.29, it offers a
prospective dividend yield of about 6.5%, according
to analyst forecasts.
Source: Yahoo

Like SCA, BWP Trust depends heavily on a retailing
gorilla, in its case Wesfarmers’ high-performing
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Bunnings hardware warehouse chain. BWP provides
exposure to the improving hardware and renovations
market, without the risk of buying fully-priced housing
or building materials stocks.

assets, as wealth advisers increasingly recognise the
benefits of including low-cost LICs with high, reliable
dividends in an SMSF (See our update on WAM
Capital).

It is not the cheapest stock on this list, trading at a
premium to its $1.93 net tangible asset backing per
unit. It would be more attractive close to $2. But a
solid record and the potential to grow distributions
faster than inflation this decade make BWP a worthy
consideration for an SMSF.
3. Charter Hall Retail REIT (CQR)
This real estate investment trust (REIT) provides a
foot in both retail camps: about half its earnings come
from renting supermarket space to Woolworths and
Wesfarmers, and the other half from speciality
retailers that mostly sell everyday items, making this
REIT reasonably defensive.

Source: Yahoo
For example, Djerriwarrh Investments trades at a
27% premium to its December 2013 pre-tax NTA, and
Mirrabooka Investments is at 21%, such is their
long-term performance.
I prefer buying high-quality LICs at a discount or near
parity to pre-tax NTA. But it can still make sense for
long-term investors to pay a slight premium to access
reliable, fully-franked dividend yields from LICs run by
well-regarded managers.

Source: Yahoo
At $3.64, Charter Hall Retail REIT (CQR) offers a
forecast yield of 7.5%, according to consensus
analyst forecasts. It is off its $4.49 peak last year and
trading closer to the 52-week low of $3.50.
Like BWP, Charter Hall is trading at a premium to its
last stated net tangible asset backing ($3.32 per unit).
It may have less potential for short-term capital
growth, but a reliable distribution and good long-term
prospects should suit long-term SMSF investors.

At $1.67, Australian Leaders Fund trades at a 9%
premium, based on its latest stated NTA. It invests in
undervalued shares and, at current prices, provides a
7.1% fully franked dividend yield. After outperforming
the ASX 200 index over five years, ALF deserves to
trade at a slight premium to NTA.
Unlike many LICs, ALF’s mandate allows it to
short-sell stocks it believes are overpriced and, unlike
exchange-traded funds, it is very much an active
manager. It deserves a spot on watch lists in
anticipation of improving value, and would be more
interesting below $1.60.
Tony Featherstone is a former managing editor of
BRW and Shares magazines.

4. Australian Leaders Fund (ALF)
Finding value in Listed Investment Companies (LICs)
has become harder after the sector’s rally last year.
Fewer trade at a discount to their pre-tax net tangible

Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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Aurizon, Asciano and Transurban still industrial
sector favourites
by Ron Bewley
There are 32 stocks in the ASX 200’s industrials
sector and that accounts for just over 6% of the index!
Also, as can be seen from Table 1, there are no real
‘stand out’ stocks as judged by the latest consensus
recommendations given in the final column of that
table (1.0 is the highest possible rating, 4.0 is lowest).
So, while an investor might be spoilt for choice – or
confused by the similarity of many of the stocks – my
longer-term picks of Asciano (AIO), Aurizon (AZJ)
and Transurban (TCL) reported on this site 12
months ago have served me reasonably well.

I did flirt with also considering Qantas (QAN) and
Downer EDI (DOW) in my last review of this sector
(six months ago). Thankfully, I ruled in that report that
I would never own an airline (as I have always
maintained since I first entered the market a long time
ago). Downer only made 4.1% on the six months –
just below the 5.7% achieved by the ASX 200 and
6.8% for the sector – but that is a lot better than many
others!

Table 1: Data on companies in the ASX 200?s
Industrials sector

The best current rating in Table 1 is a ‘2.0’ for
Decmil (DCG). Since this company is in the mining
services space, it would take a very brave investor to
just dive in. Of course, Aurizon Holdings (AZJ) and
Asciano (AIO) are also involved in rail and freight for
Queensland coal, but they seem stable. I do not know
enough about Decmil. True, its price has not been
slaughtered, as so many others have in this
sub-sector in recent times, but I do not have the
stomach for it – at least at this point in time. If I
bought in and it did really well at, say, a weight of 2%
– 3% of my portfolio, it would have little impact on my
wealth. On the other hand, if Decmil got smashed, it
also wouldn’t have much impact on my wealth but I
would feel stupid. My personal ‘stupidity index’ is
one of my key measures for risk management
because it might affect my ability to make future
investment decisions.

Source: Thomson Reuters Datastream and Woodhall
Investment Research – 24 January, 2014.

Today’s line-up

Another way of thinking about this sector is as a yield
play. The highest expected yields come from UGL
(UGL), Sydney Airports (SYD) and Leighton Holdings
(LEI) – all over 6% with limited franking credits or
other tax breaks. The trouble with UGL and Leightons
is that much of their increases in yield expectations
come from recent, big stock price falls. The question
is, will their dividends still be payable at current
expected levels? Sydney Airports might be a better
bet.
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The gut index
But if I follow my gut, I still continue to prefer Aurizon,
Asciano and Transurban Group (TCL) with maybe a
dash of Sydney Airports for yield. There is just too
much going on in this sector for a simple ‘quantitative
pick’. From Table 2, I note that my capital-gains
forecast for this sector is really good at 22% for the
next 12 months. I am sorely tempted to rebalance my
Industrials stocks to take advantage, but I am also
planning a much greater rebalance as I approach my
65th birthday in June. For other (younger?) investors,
I have the sector as cheap (at 2.2%) and, if I were
cashed up, I would want a piece of the action with my
favourites.
Table 2: ASX 200 sector statistics

Source: Thomson Reuters Datastream and Woodhall
Investment Research – 24 January, 2014.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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Buy, Sell, Hold – what the brokers say
by Penny Pryor
Trading updates or results dominated movements
over the past week, with The Reject Shop, Boral and
ResMed all announcing news.

progress on controlling the “controllables” – reducing
overheads, simplifying the structure and conserving
capital.

News from the results were mixed. The Reject Shop
announced that sales had risen, but profit would
probably be down, as Boral said first half profit would
be significantly greater than last year – projected $90
million versus $58 million – but not to expect too
much from the second half.

In the not-so-good books

In the good books
Late last week The Reject Shop (TRS) announced
that sales for the first half to December 2013 were up
$385.5 million or 17.7% over the prior comparative
period. However, net profit after tax for the half is
expected to be between $16.6 million and $16.9
million, which is down on the $20.1 million for the
previous corresponding period. There was a sell off
following the announcement but Credit Suisse
upgraded the company to Neutral from Underperform,
believing the valuation is now more appropriate.
Credit Suisse analysts are pointing the finger at an
increasingly more competitive environment that
seems to be hurting the company in traditional hard
goods categories.
JP Morgan upgraded Fletcher Building(FBU) to
Neutral from Underweight. The broker now expects
the residential and non-residential upswing in New
Zealand to persist for longer. Moderate short-term
earnings downgrades were made, but long-term
there’s a rise in forecast cash flow and JP Morgan
has upgraded the price target to NZ$8.50 from
NZ$8.00.
Credit Suisse upgraded Boral (BLD) to Neutral from
Underperform following its first-half trading update.
The broker has increased FY14 earnings forecasts by
7%. Credit Suisse sees the company making good

CIMB Securities downgraded ResMed(RMD) to Hold
from Outperform following third quarter results that
were below the broker’s expectations. Pricing
continued to be affected by competition. CIMB
expects ResMed is well placed to offset the
pressures, but suspects the stock will be volatile over
the short to medium term. The price target is lowered
to $5.40 from $6.44 and CIMB moves to a Hold rating
pending greater visibility on earnings.
The same news that led Credit Suisse to upgrade
The Reject Shop, prompted UBS to downgrade it to
Neutral from Buy. The company grew first half sales
by 18% but like-for-like was flat, softer than budgeted
in the lead up to Christmas. UBS estimates that the
earning contribution per established store has been in
decline since the second half of 2012. The company
cites new stores that are smaller than average, but
UBS thinks investors need more assurance that this
is not a deeper problem.
The above was compiled from reports on the
FNArena database, which tabulates the views of eight
major Australian and international stock brokers:
BA-Merrill Lynch, CIMB, Citi, Credit Suisse, Deutsche
Bank, JP Morgan, Macquarie and UBS.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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What you can and can’t do with property in your
SMSF
by Tony Negline
Sometimes our subscribers come up with questions
that are real zingers, and answering them can teach
us all a thing or two about how the super and other
laws interact.
Take the following questions, asked by a new
subscriber to the Switzer Super Report.
“We’ve been getting conflicting answers to our
questions so we hope you can help.
My partner and I are aged 51 and 52 years
respectively. We’re contemplating buying a
residential property in our SMSF, and will operate it
as an investment property until retirement.
When we retire, we would like to sell our current
home and live in this SMSF property.
Can we transfer the property into our names upon
retirement without any tax implications, and if so, will
stamp duty be applicable on the transfer?
So far, we’ve been given the easy answer that stamp
duty would apply (being a transfer between two
different entities), but no-one can direct us to a
specific ruling or SMSF regulation etc. However we
think stamp duty wouldn’t apply because it shouldn’t
be any different to selling a property we personally
own.
If by chance stamp duty is applicable, could we just
leave it in our SMSF, live in it until judgement day,
and pass it on to our beneficiaries without any tax or
duty liabilities?”
I’ll deal with the myriad of issues raised step by step.

realistic property investors. For what it’s worth, it’s
essential that your SMSF’s investment strategy
reflects the ownership of this asset.
If you want your super fund to borrow money to
purchase the property, then you’ll most likely be
using a Limited Recourse Borrowing Arrangement
(LRBA).
These structures are quite complex and it’s often
wise to take some good advice to ensure you don’t
inadvertently muck them up and face severe
penalties.
There are other options available if you would like to
borrow money and purchase your SMSF property. A
good example of this is the 13.22 Unit Trust
structure. You can find out more at this article.
Similar to LRBA transactions, I’d encourage you to
take some good advice about this investment option.
If the property your super fund purchases is a
residential property, then it can’t currently be owned
by you, any of your relatives or any entity (for
example, company or trust) that you, or your
relatives, own or control. This includes entities the
super laws deem you or your relatives control.
2. Use of the property
The subscriber mentioned that the prospective
property would be rented out like any residential
investment property.
The SMSF trustee and their relatives can not rent the
property from their super fund – it must be rented to
an external party. This includes the period of time
when you’re retired.

1. Purchasing property within the SMSF
I’ll assume our readers are knowledgeable and

When you rent it out, the super fund needs to receive
at least the market rent. It can receive more, but not
less.
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3. Transaction costs on transfer of property after
retirement
There are two big costs on the change in ownership
of real estate – stamp duty and capital gains tax
(CGT).
Stamp duty is a State and Territory tax and each
jurisdiction applies rules independently. There are no
Commonwealth superannuation laws dealing with the
imposition or collection of stamp duty.
At present, there are some stamp duty concessions
available for a limited range of property transactions
in most States and Territories. However, none of
these concessions apply to the transaction our
subscriber potentially had in mind – namely the
transfer of the property owned by the super fund to
their personal names on retirement.
When the ownership of the asset changes from the
super fund to your personal names then, at present,
this would incur full stamp duty throughout Australia.
This stamp duty would have to be paid by the
individual as you would be deemed to be the
purchaser.
The next issue is CGT. When a super fund sells any
asset, the gain will be taxed at 0% if the asset is
being used to pay a pension or effectively 10% if the
assets aren’t being used for pensions and the
property has been owned for more than 12 months. If
there is a mix of pension and non-pension assets,
and the fund has unsegregated pension accounts,
then the gain will be pro-rated between the 0% rate
and the 10% rate (an actuary determines the pro-rata
number).
The bottom line – the amount of CGT payable when
the asset transfers from the super fund to your name
will depend on whether or not your fund is paying
pensions.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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The question of timing
by Questions of the Week
Question: With Charlie’s Platinum Asset
Management and Crown recommendations to take
advantage of the US recovery, I am holding back,
being patient, waiting for the correction Feb-May.
Then I want to strike. Is this a good idea or should I
buy in the small dips? What other stocks do you
recommend to take advantage of the weakening
Aussie dollar?
Answer (By Paul Rickard): James Dunn covered
this area quite extensively the other week.
A lot of the stocks that I would recommend, such as
CSL, Amcor and Brambles, have already moved. The
other way to approach it is through ETFs, which give
exposure to the broader market. iShares IVV (which
tracks the S&P 500) is probably my pick.

long term investor, who is prepared to carry some
pain – so if an opportunity does come, they can either
invest some more money into the market, or if already
fully invested, they don’t make the mistake of cutting
at the wrong time.
Obviously, the biggest risk is not being invested at all.
I try to help with both the trend, and for those who
already have an exposure and can be patient, the
timing.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.

In terms of your strategy, I can’t disagree with being
patient and looking to buy in the dips. However, it is a
lot easier to do this if you have some part of your
position already set. The old investment adage is
“the trend is your friend”. Sometimes there is more
risk in trying to finesse/time the market than there is
in just paying up and getting with the trend. Very few
investors can get the timing right on an ongoing
basis.
Question 2: I’m interested in your views on market
timing because even though you might say that
investors should buy dips in market, not everyone is
in a position to do so, as they may already be fully
invested and not have the cash available to do so
(other than borrowing on margin). A significant dip in
the market is known after the event and so advice on
when to sell may be more telling than when to buy,
for many investors, because they cannot simply add
more to their portfolios easily.
Answer 2 (By Paul Rickard): I think “timing” is an
interesting issue. I play it from the perspective of a
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